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Abstract 
Primary education occupies a fundamental foundation of one's 
education process. A good foundation creates a clear horizon of bright 
future while a faulty foundation breeds incidental and coincidental 
drop-outs. This aspect of education is so important that it marks a 
positive future education race which if well started makes the athlete to 
win a race outright. For any nation to win a race in this direction, it 
requires a well founded teacher education preparation that is rooted 
deep and devoid of hurricane blows. Teacher education is regarded as 
crucial to effective education as an instrument par excellence for 
national development (FRN, 1998). Therefore, this paper intends to 
examine and x-ray primary education teacher preparation for national 
development. In so doing the author examines the concept of 
primary school teacher, rehearse the concept of national 
development, reviews briefly the historical development of primary 
school teacher education and a full explanation of the new proposal (in 
terms of the present circumstances). Lastly, a summary and conclusion. 

Introduction 
A closer look at the present day primary school education apparently shows a sharp departure 

from what it used to be before the compulsory government take-over of schools by middle 60s. That 
was a point in time when a child in primary three and four writes and speaks good English. That was a 
time when a primary school graduate picks up a teaching job and defends it academically. That was a 
time when a primary school graduate is respected and honoured by the society. That was a time when a 
primary school graduate does the work of the present day permanent secretary. 

Today, a primary school graduant is nothing short of an illiterate, and can better be described as 
having not attended school at all. The early years of life plays a very prominent and crucial role in 
determining the future of a person, and medical experts advocate that the human brain grows in such 
way that by the time a child attains the age of five and six years, the weight of this brain is nine-tenths 
(9/10ths) that of an adult (Adebayo, 1998). Going by the above statement of Adebayo, a child of that 
age requires a well trained, proficient and devoted teacher who will help bring up the child, as a 
teacher cannot teach more than he knows. 

The national policy explicitly states that primary education is strictly meant for children 
between the ages of six eleven years plus. The objectives of the national policy with respect to 
primary education as summarized by Aleyideino (1996) includes acquisition of proficiency in basic 
numeracy, development of scientific minds that will reorientate the child to the needs of our 
techno-scientific age, and also inculcation of values held in high esteem by the society. Going by this, 
proper and sound and exposure to the right stimulation will ensure that the child grows up to become a 
useful and responsible member of the society. The answer to all these, is the teacher. That must have 
been the reason why education was identified as a sure key that opens the door to national development 
and teachers as the rightful persons that turn the key (FGN 1997). 

 

 



The Concept of National Development 
National development has a lot of connotative meanings to different people. Enahoro (1974), sees 

national development as the transformation of the community into a fully participatory and modern society 
whose citizens enjoy as much economic and social well being as we generate. To him, all hands must be no 
deck for the realization of what the citizens will enjoy. According to Okeke (2000), national development 
means putting hands together to maximize the exploitation as well as utilization of available resources to 
enhance the status of both individual and society in general. The two authors perceive national development 
from full human and collective efforts. 

On a pragmatic view, Obeta (1996), defined national development "as a deliberate desire to unite 
diverse cultural groups to develop a strong national consciousness". He further asserts that it is the process of 
making people who have some differences in culture and/or religion to attain a level of understanding and 
have unity that can make them see themselves as people in one polity with a common destiny. To Ezugwu 
(2001), national development is the harnessing of human and material resources in such manner that societal 
expectation is achieved to a near satisfactory level. This means bringing together all the piecemeal which may 
have fallen off to make up a whole for the common goal of all, hence the aphorism 'united we stand and 
divided we fall.' 

According to Opara (2001), development means, that, material welfare of a people has been improved 
upon, that poverty has been eradicated, that illiteracy has been abrogated. It also means that unemployment 
has been greatly attenuated and that life expectancy has been considerably prolonged. To sum it, development 
is associated with eradication of diseases, poverty, ignorance, illiteracy, unemployment and low life 
expectancy. 

Brief Historical Development Teacher Education 
Formal teachers' training institution was established in Abeokuta in 1853 by the Christian 

Missionary Society (CMS) for training of Christian teachers and evangelists. The only intention behind 
the mind of these missionaries was to train children how to read the Bible and to write, as reading and 
writing go hand in hand. As the churches progressed, the government, between 1882 and i 889 initiated a bill 
to establish teacher training institutions in Gold Coast and Lagos colonies. At that time, teaching qualification 
were four grades; the grades II, III, IV and I (Akanbi, 1998). There was no requirement special for becoming a 
candidate for teacher qualifying examination. By 1889, a call was made requesting for a teacher's certificate 
examination which needed professional technique. However, there was no full orderliness in the profession 
for 39 years. It was in 1929, when the Phelps stoke Commission was established that sets of training 
institution were recommenced thus: 

• One elementary training Centre (ETC) for lower primary 
• One Higher elementary training college (HETC) for upper primary 
The former led to the award of Grade III and had a duration of two years, while the latter led to the award of 

grade II and had a duration of the same two years. 
In any case, one will have gotten grade IH before he or she applied for grade II. The two institutions 

preserved till the middle 60s when that of grade III disappeared. According to Ejiogu (1988), the Christian 
missions by 1952 had 4324 primary schools, 29 secondary schools and 49 teachers' colleges. The number 
of teacher colleges were more than that of secondary schools, indication of the importance of teacher 
education in national development. It was the Ashby Commission of 1959 set up to review the quality of 
teaching profession that recommended the establishment of advanced teacher colleges (ATC) which took 
off between 1960 to 1964. This coincidentally has evolved into the present NCE which is now the minimum 
teaching qualification in Nigeria. 

 

The Present State of Primary School Teacher Education 
The prime aim of the curriculum for teacher education should be to produce highly motivated, 

creative, innovative and efficient classroom teachers that are socially relevant for an equalitarian society; 
such teachers are to serve as guides, facilitators and providers of knowledge and multiple resources (Isyaku, 



2002). Coming down to primary level, according to Adesina et al (1985); a primary school teacher is a person 
specially trained to teach at the primary school level, and he or she is expected to have received some 
professional training after his primary or secondary education. 

They cattgorized primary school teachers preparation into four groups thus: 
• Those who have successfully completed their West African School Certificate (WASC) and 

are admitted for a one-year course in teacher training college; 
• Those who were unsuccessful in their West African School Certificate (WASC) and are 

required to complete a two-year teacher training programme before becoming a teacher; 
• Those who have got their modern III and S.75 certificate. These set of people are admitted for 

a three-year teacher training programme before being recognized as primary school teachers; 
• The last group consists of those who passed their First School Leaving Certificate, and are 

required to complete a five year teacher training programme. 
After successful completion of the various programmes listed above, the students are awarded the 

teacher Grade II certificate conventionally accepted as basic qualification for a good primary school teacher. 
The National Policy on Education (FGN, 1977 and 1981), provides that the NCE will ultimately 

become the minimum basic qualification for entry into the teaching profession, and according to Igunnu 
(op cit) by the year 1998, NCE holders will and should find their way into the primary school as NCE 
becomes the least qualification for the primary level of education. Teacher training is provided by specialized 
institutions where members are prepared to receive specialized knowledge and skills as well as ethical 
principles (Ukeje, 1998). 

From the foregoing, one can see the evolutionary nature of the primary school teacher. Even though it 
goes from one stair case to another, the quality remains very stable. To this, Adesina et al (op cit) identified 
the characteristics and quality of a good primary school teacher to include the following: 

**   The ability to emphasize intelligent appreciation of the world around him. 
**   Giving qualitative teaching to his pupils. 
**   Inspiring himself and his pupils to engage in life-long education. 
**   Reading to effect changes to both his own way of life and those of this pupils in response to 

social and technological changes in the society. 
     **   Interest in children, their habits, growth and development.  

**   Willingness to help children to learn and function effectively as members of peer groups and 
other sociometric patterns and relations. 

**   Helping children to develop the essential attitudes which will promote the spirit of curiosity, inquiry, 
national unity and progress. 

Shift From the Normal 
The present pivotal teacher's certificate is a departure from the normal. After protracted and probably even 
inclusive debates by both the federal and state Government officials, they seem to settle down on the 
production of pivotals teachers for the implementation of Universal Basic Education (UBE) programme 
(Shika, 2001:168). To this, the National Teachers' the Institute (NTI) was given the assignment to produce 
highly motivated and effective teachers at the end of such  

programme which will cover a period of about one year during weekends. Also, five core subjects and two 
optional subjects will be offered by candidates who are to apply after secondary education. At completion 
of the programme, a candidate would be awarded the pivotal teacher's certificate (PTC). 

Looking at the arrangement, one begins to wonder the type of inconsequential and shoddy 
programme this is. One will be poised to ask: who are the policy makers that fashioned such programme? 
Is it not the same government or policy makers who stated that the NCE shall be the minimum teaching 
qualification in the country (FGN, 1981) and that by 1998 the NCE holders will find their way into the 
primary schools? It is startling to state that the same people have turned round to bring back a programme 
which is far below grade H programme. 

No wonder why Shika (op cit) stated that: do they (policy makers) believe that they will be spared by 
Allah on the day of Judgment for sending their children to Europe and America to read chemical engineering 
or such related courses, while those who voted for them into the present exalted offices will have their 
children as prospective pivotal trainees? He further states that a major dislike about Pivotal teachers' 



programme as for the current NCE arrangement a situation whereby teacher education progamme is 
designed exclusively for school failures, or for those whose parents do not have Much choice other than 
what is available to their children. 

In the light of the above, UBE can now be described as fashionable finished two-storey building 
without staircase to climb up. UBE is a well conceived idea, but teacher preparation directed to implement the 
idea is faulty (the pivotal teachers preparation). 

Primary School Teachers for the Present Circumstances 
Primary education according to Igunnu (2001), forms the foundation upon which the entire 

education system rests. It is the level which marks the beginning of formal education and process that 
prepares the child to fit properly into the society. Shika (2001), describes primary education as a bedrock on 
which subsequent educational levels are laid, and that all the 'national economic plans have recognized the 
critical nature of this education subsector. 

In-so-far as primary schools remain the cradle of one's education career, preparation of teachers 
for this subsector education level will have to be meticulously done well to enhance a congenial 
atmosphere of children foundation in the primary schools. To achieve these expectations, the following are 
proposed. 

Re-visitation of Grade II Certificate Programme 
Conventionally, a primary school teacher in Nigeria today, teaches all the primary school subjects to 

the level he or she handles. This was made possible because during their training (as grade II), the teachers offer 
all the primary school subjects. To this, it is the contention of the author that the grade U teachers be retained in 
the primary schools so as to handle these tasks. A revisitation of teacher grade II training school programme will 
be a saving grace in this direction in-so-far as the NCE holders have only but two teaching subjects, and the 
primary school system do not operate tutorial system. So revision of school, it is not only done in a haste, but 
most of the students are usually under serious emotions. Most of the students do not understand what the 
exercise is all about. To remedy these deficiencies, there has to be a full year internship whereby a fresh NCE 
holder on graduation, be recruited compulsorily under an experienced teacher for professional competence 
before employment as a primary school teacher. There has to be a clearance certificate for this. However, under 
this arrangement, they are to be placed on a salary grade level below that of NCE who is already employed. 

Yearly Attendance of Workshops 
The inspectorate division of the primary education commission has to organize refresher courses 

and workshops to alert primary school teachers on the innovations made in the teaching profession. By so 
doing, the new entrants into the primary school system will be initiated into the teaching profession, exposing 
all the dos and don'ts. The only thing that is permanent in this world is "change", and this brings a lot of 
innovations more so as it involves the teaching profession. 

From the issues so far discussed, the programme of primary school teacher education, the author 
will agree with the observation of the NCCE (1992) that education is a process that involves the efforts of a 
person, called the teacher, imparting, or trying to impart knowledge, information, skills, values, attitudes or 
whatever, to another person or group of persons assumed to be relatively inexperienced and unskilled, in a 
manner that is morally acceptable and pedagogically efficient. 

Summary and Conclusion 
This paper has so far been able to bring into focus primary school teacher preparation for national 

development. In it, we have also been able to understand that teacher education institutes dominated all other 
institutions during the colonial period especially the level of primary school which forms the foundation 
of all other educational ladders. The paper among other things, highlighted the chronological sequence of 
primary school teacher training beginning from grades Three, Two, One, and currently NCE certificates. All 
said and done, it is the author's believe that a primary school teacher has to be roundedly qualitative by 
training, drawing inference from Kirk's (1998) assertion that: 

Teaching involves the mastery of an extensive repertoire of skills without 
which, no matter how penetrating a person intellectual capacities may be, he 
or she will be pedagogically inept. 



In appraising preparation of teachers particularly those that would operate at the primary school 
level, Lassa (op cit) quoted Okebukola (1995) who posits that: 

Training activities geared specifically to preparing teachers need to 
contemplate not only instruction on the curriculum and specific teaching 
procedures, but more importantly the development of the ability to reason 
pedagogically on the part of the student teachers in order to convert 
substantive knowledge into teachable knowledge and experiment with how 
this can be done. 
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